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BOOKS REVIEWED
Toward -a Free Housing Market. By Daniel Jay Baum. Coral Gables: Uni-
versity of Miami Press. 1971. Pp. xiii, 237. $10.00.
In a stark denial of obvious reality, a recently popular song contained the
refrain, "God didn't make little green apples and it don't rain in Indianapolis
in the summertime."'
Recognizing the reality of rain, and of consequently cooler weather, Daniel
Jay Baum early in his book, Toward a Free Housing Market, credits three
consecutive cool summers-1966, 1967, 1968-with having played a major
part in staving off racial upheaval in Indianapolis.2 More importantly, Profes-
sor Baum's latest book recounts one significant effort at bridging the gap created
by, the lack of reality between the word and the deed. The goal of free (i.e.,
fair) housing is an announced national policy.3 The lack of such housing is a
matter of national shame. Complex factors interact to produce the disparity
between policy goal and implementation.
One hears it said often that the American city is being broken apart by the forces
of race, or by the forces of class conflict, or by the forces of the power struggle. It is
nearer the truth to say that no single force is tearing the city apart, but that these
three and several other divisive strains as 'well are in operation. Since the city is the
loose envelope that contains, within its bounds of place, all the going strains and
thrusts of American civilization, it follows that the crisis of the city is a crisis of class,
race, and power divisions, and that it is also a crisis of the generational conflict and the
value rebellion.4
Low income coupled with high rent forces many Negroes to pay an excessively
high proportion of their income for housing. The high proportion of income
which is allocated to rent leaves less money for other expenses. Undoubtedly,
this hardship is a major reason why many Negro families regard housing as
their most pressing problem.5 "Quite as surely, however, the Negro's difficulties
in obtaining decent housing for himself and his family are also the product of
racial discrimination on the part of many whites." Encrusted layers of inertia
and massive enervation arising out of prospective changes with unknown conse-
quences envelop the real estate broker, the financial institutions investing in
real estate mortgages and the federal agencies involved in housing.7
1. B. Russell, Little Green Apples, Russell-Cason Music (1968).
2. D. Baum, Toward a Free Housing Market 17 (1971) [hereinafter cited as Baum].
3. Fair Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. § 3601 (1970).
4. Lerner, The Negro American and His City: Person in Place in Culture, 97 Daedalus
1390, 1395 (1968).
5. Report of the Natl Advisory Comm. on Civil Disorders 471-72 (N.Y. Times ed. 1968).
6. Report of the Nat'l Comm. on Urban Problems: Building the American City, H.R
Doc. No. 34, 91st Cong., Ist Sess. 78 (1968).
7. See C. Abrams, Forbidden Neighbors (1955); L. Eley & T. Casstevens, Politics of Fair
Housing Legislation (1968).
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Indianapolis had all of these factors on the local scene. But an additional
factor was also present. There were a sufficient number of young couples, mostly
black ghetto residents, paying excessively high rents, who had adequate incomes
to afford homes in the $12,000 to $15,000 price range. The acute problem for
these young families was the unavailability of such homes through the usual real
estate market channels.
In 1967, with full knowledge of the interlaced obstacles a senior partner of
an established law firm and others in Indianapolis began to ask how the legal
right to adequate housing could be converted into a reality. "Could a legal
mechanism be found to redirect the real estate brokers and end discriminatory
selling practices? ' 8
The plan devised in Indianapolis was unique in its simplicity: offer those
families displaced by federal projects in the city the opportunity to be relocated
in houses repossessed by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA). A Com-
mittee on Special Housing was formed which, unlike most committees, did not
conjure up a camel as its collective idea of a horse. The hard work of structur-
ing the details of the plan and then waiting for FHA approval commenced.
Professor Baum reports that civil rights groups at both the state (Indiana
Civil Rights Commission) and local (Urban League and Indianapolis Human
Rights Commission) level responded by providing seasoned help together with
deep and active involvement. By distinct contrast, he reports that study groups
of a national scope, such as the National Committee Against Discrimination in
Housing, demonstrated a marked lack of interest in the Indianapolis Plan's
utilization of the FHA program and the committee mechanism despite the ob-
vious applicability of both to a national approach." This almost complete lack
of interest probably stemmed from the emphasis that the Indianapolis Plan
placed upon a free housing market as opposed to the more singular goal of
integrated housing.'0
The FHA Counseling Service was used to provide persons dislocated by gov-
ernment action a basis for comparison as potential homeowners. "They could
compare price, quality, and financing of private listings made available to the
Counseling Service with FHA acquired property. If the price spread between
comparable inner-city and FHA's own suburban properties was not too great,
the applicants might select the better buy and risk white harassment, thereby
opening new areas to black citizens.""
The plight of a Sergeant Dennen is related by Professor Baum with dramatic
overtones as the committee relocated the Sergeant in a. "violence-potential"
neighborhood "north of 38 Street."' 2 More significantly, the author uses the
story of Sergeant Dennen to illustrate the indifference so frequently encountered
in connection with organizational activity designed to achieve civil rights broadly
and free housing in particular. The Sergeant's telephone calls to the Indianapolis
8. Baum 19.
9. Id. at 53.
10. Id. at 43.
11. Id. at 68.
12. Id. at 81.
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Human Rights Commission and the Indiana Civil Rights Commission produced
only unanswered telephones. On the other hand, the committee took personal,
affirmative action to demonstrate the opportunity that existed.
Nearly 200 persons were reached by the committee between January 4 and
July 15, 1968. Of that number, almost twenty-five percent (45 persons) had
found homes. And out of that forty-five home total, twenty-nine families had
moved into their homes and lived there for at least a month. "Given the oppor-
tunity to select a home from a large inventory, where did the twenty-nine
families, black and white, move? Twelve black families moved into all white
areas .... Two black families moved into integrated neighborhoods .... Ten
black families moved into black neighborhoods .... Five white families moved
into all white neighborhoods." 13
Professor Baum's own evaluation of the committee's effectiveness is that it
"did take a small step on a long road to a free housing market. People, black
and white, have moved throughout metropolitan Indianapolis." 14
Unhappily, Professor Baum had to add an "Epilogue" to his book that others
might well have felt impelled to label an "Epitaph." His aptly chosen words
state: "This postscript is added to note the withering and death of the Indian-
apolis project not so much because of internal defects, though they surely were
present, but rather because of action taken by the secretary of the Department
of Housing and Urban Development. Government financing of FRA repos-
sessions was withdrawn in January 1969."'15
Professor Baum's narrative style of presentation is highly readable and richly
documented. The interjection of many "case histories" accomplishes a desirable
humanizing of the coldly printed word. Statistics are used rather sparingly, but
effectively. This book fairly offers a blueprint that could be used in other local-
ities to inspire rational citizen action or, as pointed out above, it could be used
even more effectively on a national basis. Negative criticism, if any, should be
directed at the manner in which the program was allowed to wither and die,
rather than at the book itself.
HAROLD W. YOUNG*
Marihuana Reconsidered. By Lester Grinspoon. Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity Press. 1971. Pp. xi, 443. $9.95.
Marihuana Reconsidered is a book that lends itself to condensation by listing
its table of contents. It is a panoramic collection of facts and theories with little
omitted, as far as a marihuana encyclopedia goes. The history, botany, chemis-
try, and pharmacology of the drug; the popularly uninteresting uses of the hemp
plant, what people more or less knowledgably say about it, what they say while
13. Id. at 139.
14. Id. at 161.
15. Id. at 167.
* Professor of Law, University of Oklahoma College of Law.
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they use it; the history of the anti-marihuana crusade, users' personalities,
grades, politics, vocabularies, and drug-linked sex lives, and more are all detailed
ad nauseam. There is some value in having a single receptacle for a goodly por-
tion of the knowledge and myth, and some of the wisdom, about marihuana. The
book nevertheless has no thrust, no underlying argument. Each section is simply
as good as its intrinsic interest and "pre-Grinspoonian" state of knowledge make
it. Consequently, the reader learns the most about marihuana in areas outside
his own competency and is most bothered by what he knows best. Grinspoon is
not enough of a chemist, botanist, pharmacologist, medic, lawyer, sociologist,
literary critic, or youth freak to please each reader in his personal field of special-
ization.
There is an interesting error in reasoning tucked almost imperceptibly in the
foundation of the book. Throughout, Grinspoon attempts to lead the reader
from scientific generalizations to political conclusions, without undertaking the
necessary logical steps. The book's overriding concern is whether the use of
marihuana is "harmful" or "dangerous" to individuals and/or society. Since
"harmful" and "dangerous" are not objective categories, this question cannot be
answered scientifically. Grinspoon claims to realize this himself. "Suppose," he
says, "that the use of marihuana... will change the life style of our society.
Even under these circumstances, whether such a change would constitute a
'harm' is basically a value judgment about what kind of society is both possible
and ideal."' Nevertheless he attempts to answer this value question scientifically.
He argues that if conscientious men cannot discover any "dangers" of marihuana
through experimentation, and if there appear to be a great number of "dangers"
which accrue from the enforcement of the laws against it, then the "rational"
policy is to legalize but regulate the substance (as with alcohol). He reviews the
relevant experiments and infers that no "danger" has been found-his first non
sequitur and value assertion. The policy "implication" that the drug should be
legalized is his second non sequitur since it is an ought statement based solely
upon is statements (the results of the experiments). But for the quote above,
however, the argument is elegantly dressed as science. The author alleges that
he is seeking a "rational policy" but his adjective cannot obliterate the nature
of what it modifies. In good part the book will function as a political statement
and will be evaluated by readers according to their moral stands on drugs, not
according to its scientific status. Yet, paradoxically, its scientific veneer is Its
major selling point.
A simpler way to put it is that Grinspoon's work is applied science. The
knowledge that the reader would need to reach Grinspoon's conclusions indepen-
dently is not knowledge about marihuana but, rather, knowledge about Grin-
spoon's politics. The conclusions that Grinspoon makes are predictable if we
make the simple assumption that Grinspoon is a contemporary "bourgeois-
liberal." The prime example of this is his political position on marihuana
itself. Liberals have increasingly come to favor legalization of marihuana.
Grinspoon speaks for them. The harder drugs are, however, quite another
1. Grinspoon, Marihuana Reconsidered 364 (1971) [hereinafter cited as Grinspoon].
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matter for the Liberal Establishment. By and large, there are no "respectable"
spokesmen who favor the legalization of drugs such as mescaline and LSD.
Grinspoon "scientizes" the continued opposition to hard drugs. The users of these
drugs, he claims, show a "fair amount of psychopathology." 2 He might well
prefer some mandatory clinical treatment of hard-drug users rather than simple
imprisonment, but one way or another he surely would not let them run free.
Even his treatment of marihuana contains a contingency which would lead him
to support the repression of marihuana if it proved threatening to the stability of
the main culture. This is another position that can be traced to an establish-
ment-liberal starting point. The catch has to do with whether marihuana has an
independent effect on the personalities of its users. Some researchers have
isolated personality factors which they believe may be a result of marihuana
smoking. According to these theorists marihuana users suffer from an "amoti-
vational syndrome"; they are "passive, nonproductive, achievement-eschewing,
sloven, apathetic, and ineffective." 3 Professor Grinspoon criticizes these studies
on methodological grounds and concludes that there is no evidence of personality
change or, as he often slips to call it, personality deterioration. However, even if
the studies were to show that marihuana causes drastic personality change,
one cannot logically conclude that the substance should be outlawed. That is
a political and moral choice. Grinspoon is ambiguous in discussing what course
of legal action he would recommend if it were shown that marihuana indepen-
dently contributes to "dropping out." Instead of being explicit about his politics
he simply argues that the "amotivational syndrome" is due to "predisposing
personality problems' 4 rather than to marihuana. Were it demonstrated that
marihuana rather than a certain predisposing personality causes the syndrome,
one supposes that Grinspoon would then view marihuana as a "problem." As
it stands, he feels that one can use marihuana and still be aggressive, produc-
tive, achievement-oriented and effective.
The disjointedness in Grinspoon's argument-the leap he takes from facts
to values-is reflected in his view of the populace. He apparently assumes that
the social scientist feeds the facts to the non-academic masses, the leaders and
the "led," so that we can proceed rationally as a group. Indeed, he is surprised
in his discovery that society does not necessarily proceed in a rational manner.
In their initial response to the introduction of tobacco into most societies during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the authorities were in fact much more intolerant
in their attempts to curb its use than are modem authorities. This is especially sur-
prising when one considers that it is modem evidence which has demonstrated clearly
the health dangers arising from tobacco use.5
Grinspoon's blend of science and politics implies that the popular debate
about the dangers of marihuana can be taken at face value; that it is not a
smokescreen for something else. But this is a difficult question of interpretation.
2. Id. at 179.
3. Id. at 287.
4. Id. at 290.
S. Id. at 344.
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Legislation does not ordinarily reflect concern about damage to individuals.
For example, some of the sprays used on the hemp plant in the crusade to
eradicate it would be considered by many to be more harmful to life than the
smoking of unsprayed marihuana; businessmen are free to scorch the air; auto-
mobile manufacturers are free to make cars that allow their users to be killed
and maimed with ease; and there are no laws against swimming in the rough
surf, skiing, mountain climbing, canoeing in the rapids, and so on. While the
drug experience may harbor outcomes that users would, if possible, choose
to avoid, so do other instruments of our civilization from which the populace
obtains pleasure,6 e.g., autos, airplanes, electrical appliances. The point is,
people generally are allowed to take innumerable risks, and it is most likely
not altruism that buoys drug repression.
There are competing answers to the question of drug repression. Some argue
that the features of the common user are more useful in understanding why
drugs are repressed .than is the issue of physical damage: "[I]t may not be
the young who have suffered public obloquy because of their association with
the psychedelics; it may be the psychedelics that have suffered because of their
association with troublesome youngsters."17 In this view, it is the youths'
confident and nearly total disrespect for the mainstream culture that is intoler-
able. Others argue that what is condemned is the hedonism implicit in the use of
psychedelics solely for pleasure.8 By contrast, those who drink do so to make
important decisions, to make light conversation, to grease faltering marriages,
in short, to make other things easier. Alcohol melds with a puritanical, future-
oriented culture while drug experience grates against it.
Besides asking questions about drug repression Grinspoon questions drug use
itself. For example, he wonders whether those disposed to use marihuana are
alienated, frustrated, trying to come to terms with maturity, masculinity, etc.
Motivational analyses such as those Grinspoon catalogs connect the drug experi-
ence to the main culture, interpreting it in utilitarian terms. According to this kind
of analysis, drug use is an escape from an evil world that enables one to continue
to "take it" after the drug wears off; it assists in working out middle-class mas-
culinity problems; it relieves a user of normal adolescent boredom; it is an expres-
sion of a need to "go along with the group," a need said to be commonly found
among non-adults; it is a palliative for excess anxiety, another alleged youth
obsession. 9 A less common position, but one which Grinspoon does include in his
marathon rundown, is that nowadays to take drugs is "to be cool," i.e., to have
status.'0 Grinspoon shuffles in and out of this Pandora's box of motives, selecting
and rejecting none in particular, arguing instead that a marihuana user's motives
are multidimensional. But his tentative conclusion to the inquiry into whether
the minds of those who deviate are somehow out of whack is that they are in-
6. See A. Watts, This Is It, and Other Essays on Zen and Spiritual Existence (1960).
7. T. Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture 172 (1969).
8. H. Becker, Outsiders (1963).
9. Grinspoon 173-84 passim.
10. See Feldman, Ideological Supports to Becoming and Remaining a Heroin Addict,
9 J. of Health & Social Behavior 131-39 (1968).
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deed.' 1 He does warn, however, that "[i]t is important . . . not to think of
everyone who uses marihuana as having some kind of problem."' 2 It appears he
feels that a disproportionate number of users in prior years were psychically
disorganized but that in the last few years more and more "healthy" people
partake of cannabis.
About ten years ago the leading sociologists in the area of deviant behavior
stopped asking about why people deviate. Long before that, sociology had largely
shed the notion that people deviate because they are "sick." Now some sociolo-
gists are beginning to abandon the pursuit of a distinctive theory with which to
understand deviant behavior. Their point is that there is no obvious reason to
single out marihuana use or other "deviant" behavior for analysis. If anything,
one should ask questions pertinent to the control apparatus, not the deviants.
Since Grinspoon is not a deviance theorist, it is not surprising to find that he
depends upon the old stand-by theories and makes no effort to analyze "straight"
behavior.
In closing, it should be noted that while one cannot logically couple facts
with values, people merge the two every day. A knowledgeable reader may dis-
count the "scientific" aspects of Grinspoon's book but one can nevertheless wel-
come it to the pro-marihuana arsenal. Marihuana proponents now have a very
thorough and dispassionate book that purports to offer scientific evidence that
marihuana should be legalized. It is the sort of book that will be confidently
referred to in congressional hearings or court decisions. For this reason alone,
Marihuana Reconsidered is a book well worth reading.
MAUREEN MILMEs*
Tax and Estate Planning for Community Property and the Migrant Client.
By Norvie L. Lay. Aberdeen: Estate Tax Publishing Company. 1970. Pp. viii,
368. $12.00.
To the attorney educated in the common law system of jurisprudence the com-
munity system of marital property, which exists in eight states of the United
States' and in many civil law countries, seems bewildering, alien and perhaps
unwise. Whatever feelings he may have about that system, however, the
highly mobile character of American society makes it imperative that he know
something about the problems inherent in interstate or international trans-
actions involving property acquired or brought in or out of community property
'jurisdictions. For this purpose he needs a comprehensive collation of materials
11. Grinspoon 286-88.
12. Id. at 180.
'I* Vstihg Lecturer in Sociology, University of California at Berkeley.
1. The tommunity property states are Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisiana, Nevada.
New Mexico, Texas, and Washington.
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dealing with the substantive law of community property2 and rules of conflict
of laws that relate to the status of property acquired during marriage How-
ever, integrating those two bodies of knowledge into a publication that is
understandable to common law attorneys and adapted to practical application
by them is a feat not frequently attempted. A recently published book, Tax
and Estate Planning for Community Property and the Migrant Client, by Pro-
fessor Norvie L. Lay represents an effort at such integration and practical ap-
plication.
This book begins with a discussion of community property concepts sufficient
to acquaint common law practitioners with the fundamentals of the system.
It then proceeds in subsequent chapters to other pertinent topics such as the
effect on marital property rights resulting from a spouse's change of domicile
from a community property state to a common law state, the means by which
separate property or community property interests of spouses are altered
(whether within or outside a community property state), and the treatment
of marital property in foreign jurisdictions. 4 Rather than merely presenting
an abstract discussion of such topics, however, the author sets forth the signifi-
cant factual situations that may present community property issues to the
common law attorney and then analyzes existing case law to help determine the
likely legal consequences of each situation. Indeed, the real value of such ma-
terial lies as much in making the common law attorney aware of the potential
community property issues as in providing him with the legal answers. Such
an observation, however, does not detract from the purely scholarly and ac-
ademic segments of Professor Lay's book, which is admittedly directed pri-
marily to a practical approach.5
There are some academic deficiencies in the book, principally traceable to the
fact that some of the materials and statutory citations dealing with substantive
rules of community property have not been updated to reflect changes in case
law and statutes after 1968.8 In addition, there seems to be occasional overlap-
2. See generally W. De Funiak & M. Vaughan, Principles of Community Property (2d
ed. 1971).
3. See H. Goodrich & E. Scoles, Conflict of Laws 244-54 (4th ed. 1964) ; R. Leflar, Am-
erican Conflicts Law 563-75 .(1968); G. Stumberg, Principles of Conflict of Laws 312-18
(3d ed. 1963).
4. N. Lay, Tax and Estate Planning for Community Property and the Migrant Client
62-123 (1970). These pages include an excellent discussion of decisions from Commonwealth
countries as well as a brief analysis of community property principles in common market
countries.
S. Certainly, for example, anyone studying California community property law will bene-
fit from reading Professor Lay's lucid analysis of the underlying bases and potential legal
ramifications of such important cases as Addison v. Addison, 62 Cal. 2d 558, 399 P.2d 897,
43 Cal. Rptr. 97 (1965) ; In re Thornton's Estate, 1 Cal. 2d 1, 33 P.2d 1 (1934).
6. E.g., citations to the California Civil Code do not reflect the renumbering of code
sections resulting from the adoption of a new family law act which was enacted In 1969 and
became effective on January 1, 1970. Law of Sept. 6, 1969, ch. 1608, § 8, [1969J Cal. Stat.
3333. Additionally the book also refers to unequal divisions of community property which
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ping coverage of cases or similar subject matter in different chapters. However,
considering the avowed scope of the book as providing markers, rather than ex-
haustive surveys of community property principles, there are no deficiencies that
could not be rectified by the publication of a supplement or an updated second
edition of the book.
In addition to providing a scholarly analysis, the author devotes some chapters
to a practical discussion of topics such as federal and state taxes relative to com-
munity property interests, planning considerations, and the need for legislation
to alleviate some of the problems now confronting spouses who have made their
domicile in both community property and common law states at various times
during their marriage.7 His discussion of tax considerations is not limited to mere
analysis of tax consequences of different intra-spousal and other transactions, but
includes some rather useful planning suggestions on such matters as avoidance
of income taxation upon a severance or other alteration of community property
interests. The chapter on planning, more than any other in the book, emphasizes
the preventive law approach to resolving the problems that might otherwise arise
if classification of marital property was simply ignored and/or left unchanged
until after the death of a spouse, when the conflicting interests of survivors
would likely give rise to costly litigation which could have been avoided by effec-
tive planning prior to death. The book sets forth worthwhile proposals for avoid-
ing or minimizing such difficulties, particularly through the use of a written
agreement as to the characterization of marital property, with proper back-up
provisions in the spouses' wills to ensure receipt of the marital deduction in
the event that their common law jurisdiction domicile would not recognize such
an agreement with respect to community property interests. It should be noted
that sound practical suggestions are also interspersed throughout other chapters
of the book. Typical is the suggestion to use a partitioning agreement, in lieu of
a gift or exchange, to effect a severance of community property interests with-
out adverse tax consequences.8
Just as Professor Lay includes a summary after each chapter of his book, so
also this writer concludes with the following summary: Professor Lay has writ-
ten a book of great practical value, principally to common law attorneys with
married clients who have lived at one time or another in community property
states. The deficiencies of the book, such as they are, can easily be remedied by
updating by Professor Lay and by the publisher's inclusion of a supplement
pocket in the inside of the back cover of future editions.
JAcK F. BoNANNo*
were permitted under the former California law, but not under the new Family Law Act,
Cal. Civ. Code § 4800 (West 1970).
7. N. Lay, supra note 4, at 173-215. No references are made, however, to changes In
federal tax law made by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. See Act of Dec. 30, 1969, Pub. L.
No. 91-172, 83 Stat. 487, amending Int. Rev. Code of 1954.
8. Lay, supra note 4, at 183.
* Associate Professor of Law, University of San Francisco School of Law.
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The Left-Leaning Antenna. By Joseph Keeley. New Rochelle: Arlington
House. 1971. Pp. 320. $8.95.
It is easy to be misled by the title and the description on the front jacket
into thinking that The Left-Leaning Antenna is devoted mainly to an analysis
and criticism of leftist bias in television news reporting. Nothing could be further
from the truth. Although the topic of bias is discussed,' the author has decided to
air many other complaints, some of which have nothing at all to do with TV.
The various subjects of his wrath include television's excessive profits; 2 the poor
quality of advertising;3 the constant depiction of violence; 4 soap operas;6
modem education;6 and the general permissiveness of society.7 Covering all of
this ground in only 201 pages of text is, of course, a tremendous task, at which
Mr. Keeley is only partially successful.
The book is strongest when dealing with the subject of its title. For example,
one excellent section describes testimony before a House Subcommittee on
Department of Agriculture Appropriations which was investigating, among other
things, the widely acclaimed CBS documentary "Hunger in America." (Sub-
stantial portions of the report itself are reprinted in an appendix.)0 The quality
of the distortions revealed is best exemplified by that part of the documentary
which was described as" 'the most touching portion of the film'."' 0 It pictured a
physician valiantly trying to resuscitate a dying infant and apparently failing
in the process. The child's death was attributed to starvation. This was untrue.
The congressional report said that there was no evidence of malnutrition, let alone
starvation .... [The] director of community relations, Bexar County Hospital Dis-
trict, made an investigation which stated: 'The male baby involved . . . expired at
3 p.m. on October 29, 1967, in the premature nursery .... The hospital records dis-
closed that Dr. Luis Rey Montemayor, the doctor on duty, recorded on the baby's
chart that the child had a cardiac arrest and respiratory arrest on October 27, 1967, and
1. J. Keeley, The Left Leaning Antenna 28-44, 80-86, 109 (1971) [hereinafter cited as
Keeley].
2. See id. at 77.
3. Id. at 165.
4. Id. at 128-36. The author is of the opinion that such violence has a deleterious effect
on TV viewers, particularly children. As an answer to the industry's protestations that this
is not true the author cites the claims by the broadcasters of TV's effectiveness as an ad-
vertising medium. "If the medium cannot persuade the kiddies to buy certain cereals, soda,
candy, toys and other desirable things, why should it take money for commercials pushing
such items?" Id. at 131. Neglected in this analysis is the fact that the violence complained
of is a largely fictional portrayal and is not represented to be the truth. Advertising claims,
however, are presumably at least meant to be true. Thus, if the author's reasoning Is to be
believed, the issue in large part reduces itself to a question of the child's understanding of
the difference between fact and fiction.
5. Id. at 166.
6. Id. at 125-28.
7. See id.
8. Id. at 33-35.
9. Id. at 283-317.
10. Id. at 34.
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two additional attacks on October 29, 1967, the last when he was pronounced dead. The
death certificate, filed by the hospital, disclosed the baby died from septicemia, men-
ingitis, and peritonitis, with the underlying cause being 'prematurity'.'
When a CBS representative tried to get Dr. Montemayor to say that a contributing
factor to a premature birth was malnutrition, the physician said he told CBS there was
no evidence of this in the case of the baby used in the film."
This is, of course, powerful evidence, but even here the book pulls its punches.
An examination of the House Report shows that the filming of this incident
took place on October 27, while the baby actually died on October 29. Thus,
CBS claimed to have shown the child dying at a time when he was still alive.
This further distortion is not mentioned by Mr. Keeley.
The book also takes to task the performance of TV in portraying the Vietnam
War 13 and domestic disorders.14 One of the more effective portions in this regard
is a description of David Susskind interviewing a group of Army deserters in
Canada.15 Susskind, who, as Keeley makes manifestly clear, is not famous for
his mental acuity or moral courage, provided a memorable performance in which
among other things, he "permitted the deserters to explain how other servicemen
could join them in Canada, what organizations to contact, employment possi-
bilities, etc."16 Apparently, this counseling of illegal activities did not bother
either Mr. Susskind or the broadcaster.
The book's strong points, of which the above are examples, are certainly pres-
ent. It is therefore all the more disappointing that they are outweighed in large
part by the book's weaknesses. The wide range of topics which the author exam-
ines are mostly tangential, if not actually irrelevant, to the book's main theme.
In addition, most of them (with the exception of soap operas) are individually
important and are deserving of an in-depth treatment. Mr. Keeley's scatter-gun
approach therefore results in a superficiality which robs the book of much of its
validity.
The book's most serious faults, however, lie in the author's contradictions.
For example, despite his complaints about distorted news reporting and his
demand for objectivity,17 he suggests that television should try to "sell" the
Vietnam war to the American public, thus substituting one form of bias for
another.' s In a similar vein is the suggested use of the Fairness Doctrine to
1I. Id. at 34-35, quoting Hearings Before a Subcomm. on Appropriations, HR. Rep.
No. 265, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1969).
12. H.R. Rep. No. 265, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 10 (1969).
13. Keeley 80-99. The discussion here is marred by the author's two and one-half page
history of the conflict in Vietnam from 1954 to the present. Id. at 92-94.
14. Id. at 106-19.
15. Id. at 95-96.
16. Id. at 96.
17. See, e.g., id. at 17-60. 'Despite some of the hysterical response, the Vice President
was merely calling for greater objectivity. That is all anyone expects and certainly the
American people have a right to that." Id. at 60.
18. Id. at 90. In one particularly striking flight from reality, the author envisions the
possibility that TV could turn the Vietnam war "into a veritable crusade. With the power
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force the networks to present opposing views on controversial issues10 9 Although
this idea has the attraction of providing viewers with a chance to see the other
side for a change, it would not result in objectivity, but rather in the showing of
two types of bias instead of one.
More ominous in its import is the book's implication of a draconian solution
to the problem of TV distortions:
It has been assumed by many people, and many broadcasters, that station licenses are
granted in perpetuity-requiring only a routine renewal every three years-but this
concept is being widely challenged. There is greater awareness that the airwaves belong
to the public, and if a particular station fails to provide proper service, the license can
be taken away and given to someone who will.20
The idea of license revocation because of the political content of programming
undoubtedly would raise many serious problems involving the first amendment.
In addition, such a suggestion harms the cause of those who have legitimate
complaints against TV bias by providing ample ammunition to those who would
raise the cry "censorship" every time TV news reporting is criticized.
The problem of bias and distortion on TV is certainly important, as is recog-
nized even by people who are not associated with the political right.21 It is
unfortunate that a serious analysis will have to await a future time, when hope-
fully another author will stick to the point and think his arguments through
more carefully.
Jom B. SHMZMAN*
The Strange Case of Pot. By Michael Schofield. Baltimore: Penguin Books.
1971. Pp. 194, $1.25.
One of the most controversial issues now facing the present generation of
students and parents seems to be The Strange Case of Pot. Few subjects have
generated so much heat-if not light-in discussions within each generation as
well as across the celebrated "generation gap." Having great faith in systematic,
social scientific analysis as a method of illuminating public policy problems and
consequently providing considerable guidance in shaping the law, I began reading
of TV behind it, such a crusade would fill our streets with paraders, bring out bands, cause
American flags to blossom in front of every home and persuade young Americans to form
long lines in front of recruiting offices." Id. The title of one of the book's chapters--"Cloud
Cuckoo Land"-might be an appropriate description for this sentiment.
19. Id. at 195-96.
20. Id. at 187; see Citizens Communications Center v. FCC, 447 F.2d 1201 (D.C. Cir.
1971), noted in 40 Fordham L. Rev. 335 (1971).
21. E.g., Theodore H. White, a liberal, complained about television coverage of the riots
at the 1968 Democratic National Convention as having "created the most striking and false
political picture of 1968-the nomination of a man for the American Presidency by the
brutality and violence of merciless police." T. White, The Making of the President-1968, at
350 (1969).
* Graduate of the Fordham University School of Law.
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Mr. Schofield's small treatise on this subject with real enthusiasm and hopes of
final elucidation. For any one desiring final enlightenment from a single volume,
this work will be a real disappointment. In my case it stimulated a more ex-
tensive reading of the massive "pot" literature. In fairness to Mr. Schofield, I
can now appreciate that some of his work is quite accurate, factually balanced,
analytically valuable, and constitutes a useful introduction in detail to this
subject.' The serious weakness of the book, however, is a somewhat over-sim-
plified, incomplete and rather biased analysis of the medical and social implica-
tions of pot usage, its widespread marketing, and its relationship to other illegal
drug traffic.
Mr. Schofield's book begins adequately enough by referring to its subject
matter only in clinical terms-as "cannabis." (Technical nomenclature or jargon
often serves the valuable analytic function of facilitating a less emotional deter-
mination of facts and their evaluation while avoiding the influence of subtle
preconceptions.) Cannabis or "hemp" is a hardy plant which can grow up to
twenty feet high, with hollow stalks several inches thick-.2 There are two signifi-
cant commercial uses: (1) its fiber content has traditionally been a raw material
for twine, rope, bags, and even clothing, and (2) its resin has been employed as
a "drug."3 Hemp derivatives were employed as a crude medicine well back in
Asian history, mainly as a pain reliever, but modem medicine has abandoned
such primitive remedies in preference for more effective, predictable, and reliable
synthetic analgesics. In addition, cannabis has long been employed in various
forms as a substance from which people derive pleasurable relaxation, mental and
imaginative sensations, or in some cases, an escape from the hardships of reality.
Obviously, it is only this last category-the non-medical drug usage-which
involves any public policy concern.
The strength of cannabis as a non-medicinal drug varies widely, depending
chiefly on the resin content of the final smoking mixture. This "yield" can be
increased by special cultivation of "improved" strains of cannabis with greater
resin content, by more complete refining to obtain a relatively pure resin, and by
1. The "pot" literature includes at least two thousand articles and books. See M. Scho-
field, The Strange Case of Pot 12 (1971) [hereinafter cited as Schofield], and his selective
bibliography, which cites many of the more important earlier studies. Id. at 195-200. See
also J. Brenner, R. Coles & D. Meagher, Drugs & Youth (1970); E. Goode, The Marijuana
Smokers (1970); J. Kaplan, Marijuana-The New Prohibition (1970); Kolansky & Moore,
Effects of Marihuana on Adolescents and Young Adults, 216 J.A.M.A. 486 (1971); The
President's Comm'n on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force Report:
Narcotics and Drug Abuse (1967); Tauro, Marijuana and Relevant Problems-1969, 7 Am.
Crim. L.Q. 174 (1969).
2. "Cannabis is the generic name for Indian hemp. The species Cannabis sativa is taken
by modem botanists to include Cannabis indica (the form native to India) and Cannabis
americana (the form most commonly found in the United States and Mexico)." Schofield
15 (italics omitted).
3. Id. at 15-17. Much like corn (maize), however, which has been specialized and
adapted to optimal production as "field corn" for fodder, or "sweet corn" and "popcorn"
for direct human consumption, a similar process has made commercial cannabis for hemp
production different in size, stalk, and leafiness from that intended for "drug" production.
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minimizing dilution in the eventual smoking mixture. Conversely, the resin yield
will often be relatively low due to the use of wild or "home grown" cannabis,
unsophisticated processing, or substantial dilution of the smoking mixture with
"filler."'4 An important complication is that the effects of cannabis will vary
considerably, depending upon the strength of the resin content. The much
stronger forms employed in India or among certain Mexican Indian tribes, for
example, involve a far greater likelihood of deviant, sluggish behavior when
consumed habitually than would be true of most pot thus far marketed in the
United States.5 Confusion over what types of cannabis are under consideration
helps explain some of the apparent conflict in the technical literature with re-
gard to the medical and social effects of marijuana.
Up to this point, Schofield's book represents a concise and reasonable intro-
duction to an analysis of "pot smoking." What follows, unhappily, reflects a
rather one-sided and incomplete appraisal of the complex controversy as to effects
of cannabis and the range of alternatives for public policy and the law. This
weakness stems, I suspect, from the fact that Schofield had already publicly
supported the Wootton report's6 position on cannabis (which recommended
reduced penalties for sale or possession, and much less stringent policing gener-
ally), and probably felt constrained to write a brief in its support. Although the
author goes through the systematic procedure and checklist of a proper social
scientific analysis, his appraisal and sifting of the evidence is too cursory and,
in places, patently unbalanced. Nonetheless, this book is better written than
some marijuana literature; it includes more history than most and considerable
information on British experience and policy. Moreover, it provides a conve-
nient point of departure for a serious appraisal of the "pot problem."
An obvious first step in resolving public policy issues arising over marijuana
is to determine what the effects of cannabis are. Unfortunately, the answer to
this question is still muddled in controversy. Most of the "experts" divide rather
sharply into two camps in appraising the overall effects of marijuana. One camp
is still very suspicious and strongly hostile to marijuana; the other finds little
or nothing to be alarmed about in marijuana usage. Schofield must be classified
as one of the better informed partisans of the latter group. And yet, when one
carefully sifts through the conflicting factual claims, the scope of this cleavage
can be narrowed substantially. For the lesser strength cannabis which has been
widely marketed thus far in the United States and Great Britain, it seems gen-
erally agreed that there exists little danger of chemical addiction from moderate
usage, and no withdrawal syndrome results in any physical sense when mod-
erate users are deprived of it. The impact of this lesser strength cannabis on
the more regular user has generally been described as relaxing, euphoric, and
4. Id. at 19-20. The refined, more nearly pure cannabis has been traditionally known as
hashish, whereas most of the cannabis marketed thus far in the United States today seems
to be of the less refined, or at least substantially diluted variety. Id.
5. Id. at 19-20, 40-43. However, Schofield wonders whether the ill effects are not trace-
able mainly to other environmental factors, such as poverty and ignorance, together with
excessive consumption.
6. Report by the Advisory Comm. on Drug Dependence, Cannabis (1968).
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intensifying sensual impressions; sometimes it is described as distorting reality,
though usually not in any sense unpleasing to the user. However, while under
the influence of a strong "high," the user may be disoriented and become, for
example, a dangerous driver. Nonetheless, when compared to the much stronger
hallucinogens such as LSD or mescaline, cannabis of this type seems to the
ordinary user a milder and less dangerous experience. Likewise, as compared to
the much stronger opiates such as heroin or morphine, this type of cannabis
yields a dreamy, somewhat drowsy condition, and perhaps a release from reality,
which at least is not physically addictive. Hence, the limited, low resin content
cannabis user achieves some of the effect desired by "hard" drug users, but with
considerably less apparent risk to himself.
As far as widespread experimentation with cannabis is concerned, it seems
clear that many experimenters take such small dosages-or fail to learn the
tricks of using it skillfully-that hardly any effect is noticeable. A large number
of experimenters achieve the anticipated "high," but feel no significant desire to
become regular users, and suffer only short-run disorientation or discomfort.
Unlike strong hallucinogens which can produce very nasty, unpleasant, and
sometimes tragic results-even for mere experimenters-there seems to be little
evidence as yet for any comparable danger to most experimenters with cannabis.
And unlike the strong opiates, there seems to be little or no physical addiction
from low resin content cannabis.8
But more controversial factual questions still remain to be answered. What
are the long-run physical and psychological effects of habitual cannabis usage?
What relationship or linkage exists between the usage of cannabis and harder
drugs such as mescaline, LSD, morphine or heroin? To what extent is cannabis
usage already widespread or, as some assert, dominant among young people?
What would be the long-run social effects of widespread cannabis usage? How
can the use of cannabis be compared to the consumption of alcoholic beverages,
tobaccos, coffee (with caffein), tranquilizers, barbiturates or "pep" pills? These
factual issues must be resolved in order to achieve a complete social accounting
of the costs and benefits involved in cannabis usage.
As far as long-run physical effects of regular cannabis consumption are con-
cerned, most experts seem to agree that we lack complete information. Some
evidence of neurological impairment has been developed with fairly heavy users
(4 to 5 times weekly) and much larger dosages have been associated with in-
creased cancer rates in rats. Although most recent medical opinions seem unwill-
ing to condemn this drug on solely physical grounds, there seems to be no
medical testimony which would guarantee an absence of physical harm from
substantial continued usage.
Considerable controversy exists over the psychological impact of continued
regular cannabis usage. Many experts contend that "cannabis dependence" is a
serious problem with a minority of users, even if the great majority prove to be
7. See generally Schofield 28-43.
8. Id. Schofield tends to minimize the dangers of "cannabis dependence" in his dis-
cussion of this drug's effects, and yet in his conclusion he also emphasizes our limited current
knowledge and the very serious risks in widespread usage. Id. at 86.
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brief experimenters. Some evidence exists of reduced energy, work performance,
and a "drop-out" syndrome among sustained, substantial users, but others ques-
tion whether this means much more than alcoholism, i.e., that some users al-
ready have psychological problems which are the main cause of excessive de-
pendence.9 Unfortunately, we lack statistical data which would indicate whether
"ordinary" cannabis dependence in the United States and other "advanced"
countries would be proportionately more or less of a problem than excessive
dependence on alcohol, were cannabis to be made more widely available. How-
ever, it seems reasonably certain that excessive use of the more refined, higher
resin content cannabis in Egypt and India did lead to a substantial reduction in
energy and work performance in significant numbers of their populations. If
higher strength cannabis gradually took the place of diluted cannabis in the
United States and other advanced countries, it could then be argued that can-
nabis dependence would be far more serious and socially dangerous in advanced
nations as well. But this inference is disputed by some who wonder whether
widespread poverty and lack of economic opportunity were not the main causes
of excessive cannabis dependence in Egypt and India.
Yet another controversy rages over the new life-styles and morality which, at
least in the view of a large part of the public, tend to be strongly associated with
substantial, regular cannabis consumption."0 For the more conservative portions
9. Schofield tends to minimize these psychological effects, contending that they are,
rather like alcoholism, the result of individuals already having severe personality problems.
On the other hand, he neglects the evidence which indicates that significant cannabis usage
can initiate (or at least substantially exaggerate) personality disorders. For example, the
recent study by Kolansky and Moore (two Philadelphia psychiatrists), which was conducted
with unusual care to isolate cannabis impact, found that among 38 previously "normal"
adolescents and young adults whom they treated and investigated carefully, in all cases
the adoption of a marijuana "habit" (used at least twice weekly) was associated with
adverse psychological and personality effects. Kolansky & Moore, supra note 1, at 487-88.
10. Schofield does not comment so much on this life-style issue as it has been formulated
in American controversy. He condentrates, instead, for this aspect of his study, upon the
"British Scene." Schofield 63-74. He reports: "In one important aspect the spread of
cannabis in Britain differs fundamentally from the American experience. In this country
cannabis has never been the favourite drug of the poverty-stricken and undernourished."
Id. at 68. Schofield explains further that "the British user of cannabis was 'hip', middle
class or student class. . . .The cannabis users during the 1967-8 hippy movement were
rarely working-class youths; these articulate proselytizers were more likely to be drop
outs from grammar schools and colleges." Id. at 69. In addition, he adds that cannabis is
particularly attractive to those in the psychedelic sub-culture. "Cannabis is their favourite
drug because its effects reflect the desire for tranquillity and non-violence and It is popular
in the Eastern countries whose philosophies have encouraged the people in the underground
to take a fresh approach to religion."
"But it would be unfair to suggest that the underground is only concerned with cannabis
and drugs. It is a genuine protest against present-day materialist values, with a special
interest in the mystical elements of life." Id. at 70. Schofield, in apparent agreement, cites
another author who reports "that cannabis 'enjoys particular popularity among those who,
for one reason or- another, are unable or unwilling to participate in anything In regard to
which the possession of -a well-developed drive for power would ba of great importance.
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of the community, this feature of cannabis usage alone is sufficient to justify
strict sanctions against its sale or consumption. Some strongly object to the fact
that most regular cannabis users feel little compunction against premarital
sexual intercourse, and contend that the "pot and hippie" culture among the
young tends to encourage sexual promiscuity, "weird" attitudes toward family
life, and the erosion of sound social and moral values. Others counter by saying
that a new liberality toward premarital intercourse among the younger genera-
tion had already become dominant before cannabis usage became widespread
and has little to do with the recent fashion of pot smoking; this segment also
tends to emphasize that actual promiscuity among the young is still very much
the exception, and that no necessary relationship exists between pot and promis-
cuity.11 An even more widespread objection to the life-style many parents see
associated with substantial cannabis consumption relates to a syndrome of "un-
derachievement" in study habits and professional or business careers, together
with a feeling that the "pot culture" tends to encourage an already excessive
interest in sensual gratification, cultural "softness," and a gradual weakening of
individual and social responsibility. Some of the young users respond by reject-
ing the "traditional values" of society, by ridiculing the "Puritan" work ethic,
and by challenging the "morality" of their elders; an attitude which only tends
to strengthen the fears of many in the parental generation. Another more effec-
tive response of young users is to contend that the usage of marijuana with low
levels of resin content represents nothing worse than alcohol consumption, which
most elders now accept as natural. Even though much of this dialogue reaches
foolish extremes, it would be a mistake to dismiss this "lifestyle" aspect of the
cannabis controversy as merely reflecting irrational strains in generational
relationships. For many in the older generation these judgments are sin-
In ideological terms it would be true to say that it is the drug of those whose general
orientation is anti-authoritarian, anti-militaristic and, in the context of contemporary
Western societies, anti-establishment.' Id. at 71. Schofield further explains that "Et~he
young people of the underground are the best-known users of cannabis, but they are not
the only ones. There are many more who smoke hash for pleasure at week-ends as their
equivalent to other people's alcohoL" Id. at 72-73. Finally, however, he qualifies all of this
descriptive commentary with the remark that "(ujnfortunately there has been no research
which helps to give a [comprehensive profile] of the cannabis users in Britain." Id. at 73.
Another chapter on "Tot Heads" also relates to the "life-style" controversy, in which
Schofield suggests that, to the extent that there is a subculture of deviant cannabis "cote-
ries," with some tendency toward introversion and alienation, "the tendency to form these
introverted groups is not caused by taking cannabis: it is the result of social hostility. ' Id.
at 137. Many would question this last, sweeping assertion. A considerable sector of society
also believes that mind-distorting drugs are intrinsically immoral when they are enjoyed for
merely sensual pleasures and not for therapeutic purposes.
11. With respect to promiscuity, a modest amount of evidence to the contrary is con-
tained in Kolansky & Moore, supra note 1, at 491. From their sample of 38 young people
who began taking cannabis at least twice a week regularly, 13 of the 18 girls became "pro-
miscuous," and 7 of these became pregnant out of wedlock. Id. at 490-91. Pro-marijuana
forces would probably counter, however, by claiming that other factors were mainly re-
sponsible for this "'deviant" behavior.
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cerely held -and -represent strong political pressure for some degree -of legal
sanction against the sale or consumption of.cannabis.
The linkage, if any, betweei- cannabis usage and the tendency to use "harder"
drugs constitutes another important factual controversy. Critics of marijuana
contend that its use constitutes the first, though admittedly mild, step into the
"drug culture." Most users, of course, stop with a few experiments or at least
reach no more than regular cannabis intake. But a certain small minority,
generally emotionally unstable, will go on to stronger hallucinogens or opiates
because their initial experience with pot was pleasing. Therefore, say the pot
critics, it would be tragic to legalize marijuana usage because there is a vul-
nerable, small minority who would then be encouraged to consume harder drugs
at great cost to themeglves, their parents, and society. The common response of
the pro-pot forces is the contention that most of these sick people would have
"problems" of one sort or another anyway, and that very little real "escalation")
to harder drugs occurs because of pot smoking.' 2 _ On balance, however, it seems
very hard to believe that some escalation from pot to mescaline, LSD or even
heroin does not occur-at'least through the encouragment of further experimen-
tation. This aspect of the controversy really boils down to a question of what
numerical risk of escalated hard drug usage flows from cannabis consumption,
and just What significance should be placed on these unhappy results. Partisans
on both sides recognize the crucial stakes at issue, and no other aspect of the
cannabis controversy reveals so much p6lemical writing. Thus far the percent-
age estimates vary widely, even though it seems impossible to deny some degree
of escalation risk in the face of extensive documentation and recent case his-
tories.13
Another important factual controversy revolves around the question of
numbers and percentages, i.e., the extent to which cannabis usage is already
established among the younger generation. 14 Those sympathetic to marijuana
12. Schofield takes this view very strongly. For example, he argues that: "Some people
believe that even if escalation operates in only a minority of cases, the needs of this
minority are an overwhelming argument in favour of the prohibiton of cannabis. At first
sight this seems to be a question of numbers to be solved by adequate research. If It turned
out that one in ten became addicts, most people would think the risk too great; if it were
one in a hundred, many would still feel the chances were too high; if it were one in a
thousand, the argument would be less compelling. But the problem cannot be so easily
solved. So long as cannabis is illegal, pot smokers as a group are going to contain an un-
typical proportion of rebels, drop-outs and people with personality problems, Even if It
can be shown that one in a hundred of today's pot smokers will go on to heroin, it by no
means follows that this proportion would be the same if cannabis were legalized." Scho-
field 111-12. Then Schofield proceeds to knock down a straw man, with what seems to
be an evident non-sequitur: "But there will still be many who remain unconvinced. It Is
almost as if the public wants to believe that those who smoke pot will end up as heroin
addicts." Id. at 112. Obviously, the majority need only believe that some tragic minority of
pot users will escalate to harder drugs on account of pot in order to conclude that pot
should not be legalized.
13. See Tauro, Marijuana and Relevant Problems-1967, 7 Am. Crim. L.Q. 174 (1969).
14. Schofield is much less concerned with the massiveness of marijuana usage among
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contend that its consumption now approaches the illicit volume of drinking
prevalent during Prohibition and hence its continued illegality will prove un-
workable and should be abandoned. However, some important differences must
be emphasized. The older generation dearly does not consume pot in any sig-
nificant degree, and remains largely opposed to its use. Even among the
younger generation, its use-though widespread in more liberal college com-
munities-remains that of a small, albeit rather influential, faction. Therefore,
unlike the national prohibition of liquor, which was obtained by a zealous
minority with only the grudging assent of enough people to make a temporary
majority, the present balance of opinion on marijuana reflects a strong majority
still opposed and only a small minority of the entire electorate thus far sym-
pathetic to its usage. On the other hand, widespread experimentation and use-
age among young people--especially on many university campuses-has
already resulted in the relaxation of law enforcement policy, particularly in
many college communities.
At this point a more complete commentary on the cannabis-alcohol-
tobacco-coffee comparison is appropriate. It seems generally agreed that all
of these legalized substances have some potential for psychological addiction,
and that excessive use can be dangerous to health. Mluch the same must be said
of tranquilizers and barbiturates, which are widely consumed both with and
without prescription. But while the overall effects of these substances are not
sufficiently similar to be compared very seriously, the parallel to alcoholic
beverages hits much closer to home. Both involve an intended relaxation and
perhaps release from cares of the world and, when taken in large quantities,
some short-run disorientation effects. 15 However, alcohol, particularly wine and
beer, has culinary and food value (i.e., taste and carbohydrate content) which
arguably involves more widespread "benefit" to its consumers, at least ac-
cording to long established cultural traditions. On the cost side of this com-
parison, those sympathetic to marijuana contend there is little evidence of
havoc comparable to the difficulties evident with alcoholism and drunken
young people than recent American writers, eg., J. Brenner, R. Coles & D. Meagher,
Drugs & Youth (1970). This reflects the fact, which is made evident through much of his
book, that cannabis consumption in Britain has not yet reached the widespread proportions
now evident in the United States.
15. E. Goode, The Marijuana Smokers 293 (1970) has said: "The members of the
antipot contingent who claim that alcohol is preferable to marijuana, and that legalization
would be nothing but a disaster for this or any nation, do have a single telling point, as I
see it. This is that marijuana is always used to become intoxicated, or high, and alcohol is
often, indeed, perhaps most of the time, used for nonintoxicatory purposes. Alcoholic sub-
stances are frequently consumed on many occasions where the drinker does not become
drunk or intoxicated. For instance, at many sporting events-football and baseball games--
several bottles of beer may be drunk by the spectator without effect. The same may be
said for wine at a meal, cocktails (sometimes) at a party, or sherry as a nightcap.' (em-
phasis omitted). Some would object, however, that Goode overstates the use of marijuana
for "intoxication" purposes, and that actually many users only seek euphoria or relaxation.
Nonetheless, the percentage seeking "intoxication" would be quite substantial with pot,
whereas it is much smaller with alcoholic beverages.
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driving. However, this very low cost estimate is rejected by the anti-marijuana
forces who insist that the dangers of significant cannabis dependence, its en-
couragement of hard drug usage, and cultural demoralization constitute ample
justification for suppressing this substance as an illegal drug. Hence, the ma-
jority who still oppose legalization of marijuana are convinced that the balance
of cost and benefit still tips quite adversely against legalization, and even
though alcoholic beverages do involve certain costs to society, their cost-benefit
balance is not so adverse as to invite another challenge to the much stronger
established momentum of its usage.
This leads us to the essence of the present public policy problem with re-
spect to established laws making sale or possession of marijuana illegal. As with
other rather hard to suppress activities which are socially feared and very often
the object of legal sanctions, such as gambling, prostitution, and other forms of
largely consensual vice, the real facts are that society has four basic alterna-
tives: (1) to legalize and permit widespread production and marketing of can-
nabis with no significant restrictions; (2) to regulate and somehow limit the
strength and quality of cannabis in production, and its marketing channels; (3)
to continue moderate efforts at suppression through education and enforcement
of laws making possession or sale illegal, but with markedly less severe penalties
than are applied to the more dangerous hard drugs; or (4) to expand efforts at
suppression through more education or greater law enforcement efforts, and
more stringent penalties for possession and sale. A recent shift in public policy
can be detected toward more research and education on marijuana and drugs
generally, and somewhat reduced penalties for possession (at least in small
quantities) and first offenses."8
But what, based on presently available information, is the best public policy?
What policy choice will be optimal in terms of appropriate cost-benefit ratios?
Like any other legal or public policy issue, this requires an identification of
relevant social goals and an appraisal of the results (costs and benefits) from
each of these policy options in terms of our values or goals, taking into account
the direct (administrative) or indirect (frictional tensions and loss of freedom)
costs of the public policy effort itself.
The first problem with applying this analytical procedure to cannabis is
conflict within our society as to the identification of relevant goals and values.
So far as the majority's values are concerned, cannabis involves social costs
(or at least risks) which clearly preclude complete legalization or even regu-
lated marketing with quality controls. Even Schofield comes to this conclusion,
although most of his factual arguments leave the reader with the impression he
is not much alarmed about the social costs of cannabis consumption.1 7
However, cannabis' recent rise to fashionability among many young people
has increased the direct and frictional costs of marijuana law enforcement sub-
stantially, especially on many college campuses and among influential parents
16. Id. at v. Basically, the Wootton report and Mr. Schofield's recommendations are In
line with this trend, although they represent minority views in tending to minimize the
costs to society from cannabis consumption. Schofield 75-99, 186.
17. Id. at 186. -
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who fear the results of harsh criminal penalties for rather limited consump-
tion.' 8 This has caused a shift in the majority's strategy for suppression. This
is why educational efforts to discourage consumption of marijuana by the
young have been emphasized, why greater research on the effects of drugs
generally has been subsidized, and why some drift towards reduced penalties
for first time marijuana offenses and mere possession can be detected. In other
words, the relevant cost-benefit ratios have been changing somewhat under
the pressure of recent consumption increases and widespread violations of the
law. Thus, in the dominant majority view, some shift in social remedies toward
reducing frictional costs of law enforcement is evident, while no abandonment
of the basic objective of minimizing marijuana consumption is in sight.
But what about minority views? Should they be taken into account in fram-
ing social policy? Should the majority be allowed to "dictate its morality to the
minority"? From the standpoint of legal positivism, it is apparent that this
sort of thing happens very often in history when the dominant elements of a
community are sincerely convinced that they act in the best interests of society
and sound morality. In this sense, the evolving legal and educational policies
toward marijuana certainly reflect the "felt necessities of the time.""' Does this
mean that "might makes right"? The majority would certainly deny this harsh
characterization, since in their view the minority is simply misguided and
wrong in their estimate of the relevant social costs. But what about the deviant
or minority views? In my judgment, these dissenters simply make a very dif-
ferent estimate of the relevant social costs and benefits; they greatly minimize
the dangers and social costs resulting from marijuana consumption, but, on the
other hand, make a very high estimate of the indirect costs of suppression (such
as loss of freedom and privacy) and the frictional costs arising from widespread
disobedience. In addition, many in the minority really have a somewhat differ-
ent sense of priorities among their goals in life; they are less interested in "pro-
ductivity," the "virtues of work," and the values of "traditional" family life
and morality, and more interested in the privacy and freedom of individuals to
indulge their interests (even if somewhat self-destructively) as they see fit.
Thus, we see what really is at stake for those who wage The Strange Case of
Pot.
Mr. Schofield's book represents a strange blend of the minority's assessments
of relevant costs and benefits, coupled with conclusions somewhat more in line
with the recent evolution of American public policy.
[E]ven though it seems unlikely that there are any long-term unpleasant physical or
psychological effects, we cannot always be sure; there may also be unexpected social
disadvantages if the drug becomes freely available without further study: for these
reasons we do not wish to encourage people to take it, therefore commercial exploi-
tation should be forbidden and public demand should not be artificially stimulated:
so the use of a recreational drug must be controlled in some way.20
18. See J. Kaplan, Marijuana-The New Prohibition 21-52 (1970).




Schofield's prescription for public control is "an interim change in the law,
to be reviewed in three years."2 ' He emphasizes that this is a temporary ar-
rangement because greatly improved medical, psychiatric, and other informa-
tion is likely to be developed within this period, which would help resolve the
remaining uncertainties as to harmful effects of a widespread cannabis con-
sumption. Specifically, he suggests:
(1) Possession of up to 30 grams (approximately 1 oz.) should be a sum-
mary offense, punishable by a maximum fine of £20 (approximately
$50).
(2) Possession of any larger amout should be punishable:
(a) On "summary conviction" by a fine not exceeding £100 (approxi-
mately $250) or imprisonment for not more than four months.
(b) On "conviction of indictment" by an unlimited fine and/or im-
prisonment for a term not exceeding two years.
(This procedural distinction between summary conviction and convic-
tion by indictment may not be feasible in the United States, but the
essential idea could be translated into a larger degree of punitive dis-
cretion in possession cases involving larger amounts of marijuana. Im-
plicit in this suggestion is the concept of retaining relatively strict
penalties against "pushers," with much more modest penalties for "con-
sumers.")
(3) Existing powers enabling police to search for marijuana without a war-
rant should be withdrawn. 22
Schofield describes his objectives in large part in the following language:
"This limited change in the law would provide time for the public to readjust
to the new information about cannabis. After having been told for many years
that cannabis is an unmitigated social evil, it will be some time before people
can forget the misinformation and scare tactics of the past and accept the
recent reappraisal of this drug."23 On the other hand, the author concedes that
"[e]veryone agrees that further research on the long-term effects is necessary
and this should be started immediately because there must be an inquiry into
the social effects, which inevitably takes a long time, ' 24 and that "[n]o one
can forecast the results of this research, but the evidence suggests that, as the
years go by, the controls on cannabis will become progressively less strict."2 5
Reflecting his more permissive attitude on the use of cannabis, Schofield con-
cludes with these observations:
We must face the fact that drugs are now a part of our civilization .... Ideally we
should not take drugs, but such restraint would not be usual or normal. We have to
abandon this assumption that an individual ought to be able to do without a rec-
reational drug and that those who take them are immature, degraded, sick or crim-
21. Id. at 187.
22. Id. at 188.





inal. It is not a question of stamping out all drug taking; such a campaign is doomed
to failure now, even if it were ever possible. The question is how far recreational
drugs need to be controlled, remembering that the best method of control is social, not
legal, so that abstinence from drugs is a measure of character, just as it is with
alcohol and tobacco.2 6
Yet Schofield himself seems unsympathetic to the use of marijuana. He seems
to think that cannabis consumption has been enhanced by its illegality, and
would likely subside if we took "some of the emotional steam out of the con-
troversy. " 27 Nonetheless, he seems willing to accept a significant increase in its
consumption (and its side effects) as a desirable price for enhanced personal
privacy and freedom.
Certainly, this position is still quite controversial and probably represents
only a minority point of view. The weakest link in his argument, most would
say, is a serious underestimate of the dangers of cannabis consumption to emo-
tionally immature, unstable adolescents and young adults. However, the major-
ity would agree that greatly increased research and education on cannabis and
its effects are extremely desirable, although they strongly hope that this effort
will cause its consumption to decline very radically within the next few years.
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